[Hourly distribution of episodes of angina at rest. Effect of medical treatment].
Aim of the study was to evaluate whether frequency of myocardial ischemic attacks at rest (IA) had any identifiable distribution during 24-hour periods. Two ECG leads were continuously recorded by an Oxford 4-24 tape recorder for a total of 148 days in 10 patients admitted to CCU because of frequent spontaneous anginal attacks. During 48 days, in absence of therapy, 682 IA were recorded (2.03 per patient per day). They showed a symmetrical bell-shaped distribution curve in the 24 hour periods with a peak occurring at 5 a.m. and 43% of IA from 0 to 6 a.m. Only 25% of IA was symptomatic with the lowest values (10%) between 2 and 6 a.m. Distribution of IA was independent from their distinctive electrocardiographic feature [ST (71%) or T changes]. During 100 days with therapy [Verapamil and/or Isosorbide dinitrate ointment) a marked reduction of episodes was observed (0.64 per patient per day), while their distribution, the incidence of different electrocardiographic patterns and percentage of symptomatic IA remained unchanged. Attenuated incidence, but inalterated distribution of IA with therapy suggest its possible effect on the threshold response of coronary smooth muscle to vasoconstrictor stimuli rather than its primary effect on pathogenetic factors.